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Purpose: To compare the estimation accuracy of axisymmetric diffusion kurto-
sis imaging (DKI) and standard DKI in combination with Rician bias correction
(RBC).
Methods: Axisymmetric DKI is more robust against noise-induced variation in
the measured signal than standard DKI because of its reduced parameter space.
However, its susceptibility to Rician noise bias at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR)
is unknown. Here, we investigate two main questions: first, does RBC improve
estimation accuracy of axisymmetric DKI?; second, is estimation accuracy of
axisymmetric DKI increased compared to standard DKI? Estimation accuracy
was investigated on the five axisymmetric DKI tensor metrics (AxTM): the par-
allel and perpendicular diffusivity and kurtosis and mean of the kurtosis tensor,
using a noise simulation study based on synthetic data of tissues with varying
fiber alignment and in-vivo data focusing on white matter.
Results: RBC mainly increased accuracy for the parallel AxTM in tissues with
highly to moderately aligned fibers. For the perpendicular AxTM, axisymmetric
DKI without RBC performed slightly better than with RBC. However, the combi-
nation of axisymmetric DKI with RBC was the overall best performing algorithm
across all five AxTM in white matter and axisymmetric DKI itself substantially
improved accuracy in axisymmetric tissues with low fiber alignment.
Conclusion: Combining axisymmetric DKI with RBC facilitates accurate DKI
parameter estimation at unprecedented low SNRs (≈ 15) in white matter, pos-
sibly making it a valuable tool for neuroscience and clinical research studies
where scan time is a limited resource. The tools used here are available in the
open-source ACID toolbox for SPM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Diffusion weighted MRI is an in-vivo imaging modality
used in neuroscience and clinical research. It is sensitive
to changes in nervous tissues that, for example, go along
with neurodegenerative diseases like epilepsy and multi-
ple sclerosis.1,2 Diffusion MRI measures the net diffusion
of nuclear spins of hydrogen nuclei in water molecules that
are omnipresent in nervous tissue.

Diffusion of water molecules within the microstruc-
tural tissue landscape can be arbitrarily complex. A
data-efficient method that captures both standard Gaus-
sian diffusion and more complex restricted diffusion pro-
cesses (e.g., due to diffusion of water trapped in the
cell-body of axons), is the recently introduced axisym-
metric diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) framework.3,4 Its
data-efficiency stems from requiring only eight parame-
ters due to assuming axisymmetrically distributed axons,
instead of 22 parameters like standard DKI.5 This is likely
a reasonable assumption in major white matter fiber bun-
dles.3 Furthermore, this is expected to make axisymmetric
DKI less susceptible to the noise induced variation of the
acquired diffusion MRI signals.

Noise in MRI images introduces a random variation
into the measured diffusion signals and a bias for the
estimated DKI parameters when the signal-to-noise-ratio6

(SNR) is low. This bias is known as the “Rician noise
bias”7-9 and becomes more severe, the lower the SNR is.
Diffusion MRI is prone to a low SNR because it generates
image contrast from additional spin dephasing associated
with water mobility leading to a signal attenuation. DKI is
even more susceptible to the Rician noise bias compared
to conventional diffusion tensor imaging, since estimat-
ing the DKI parameters requires multiple diffusion shells
including higher diffusion weighting, lowering the SNR.
This increases the demand for effective Rician bias cor-
rection (RBC) schemes10,11 in DKI. Currently, it is unclear
whether fitting the axisymmetric DKI framework with its
reduced parameter space is better suited for parameter esti-
mation from noisy diffusion MRI data than standard DKI
and if its susceptibility to Rician noise bias is reduced.

The effect of the Rician noise bias on the fractional
anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), mean kurtosis
(MK), diffusion tensor elements and diffusion kurtosis ten-
sor elements was shown to be mitigated by using RBC in
standard DKI.10,12-14 Of these parameters only the mean
kurtosis provides similar contrast as the mean of the kur-
tosis tensor W and thus can be considered part of the
axisymmetric DKI tensor metrics (AxTM). The AxTM are
the parallel and perpendicular diffusivities (D|| and D⊥),
the parallel and perpendicular kurtosis and mean of the
kurtosis tensor (W||, W⊥, and W). Here, parallel and per-
pendicular are in reference to the axis of symmetry. The

T A B L E 1 AxTM and standard diffusion kurtosis imaging
(DKI) tensor metrics with which they are calculated

Axisymmetric DKI
tensor metric (AxTM)

Corresponding standard
DKI tensor metrics

D|| 1: 𝜆1

D⊥ 2: 𝜆2, 𝜆3

W|| 1: W1111

W⊥ 3: W2222, W3333, W2233

W 6: W1111, W2222, W3333,
W1122, W1133, W2233

Notes: The numbers show how many standard DKI tensor metrics are
needed to compute the AxTM. 𝜆 refers to the eigenvalues of the diffusion
tensor, W refers to the components of the kurtosis tensor.

axisymmetric DKI framework contains three additional
parameters, the two angles of the unit vector pointing
along the axis of symmetry, and the nondiffusion-weighted
signal (b = 0).

The AxTM can be estimated based on standard DKI
and computed as aggregates from its 22 tensor metrics or
directly with axisymmetric DKI (see Table 1). The AxTM
are of particular interest for neuroscience and clinical
research15-17 because they are invariant against coordinate
transformations and describe free and restricted diffusion
within nervous tissue. Furthermore, the AxTM can be
directly related to the tissue microstructure18,19 via the
axon water fraction, axon dispersion, and three diffusivi-
ties associated with the intra- and extra-axonal space.

It was shown empirically,13 that RBC will impact the
estimation of the parallel and perpendicular AxTM differ-
ently. It was speculated that the parallel and perpendicular
AxTM are associated with different levels of water mobil-
ity and consequently different levels of SNR. Furthermore,
another open question is the influence of fiber alignment
on the effectiveness of RBC. It can be expected that the
degree of fiber alignment within a white matter MRI voxel
affects water mobility and thereby also the effectiveness of
RBC.

In this work two main questions are investigated: First,
we investigate whether RBC also increases the estima-
tion accuracy of axisymmetric DKI. Second, we investigate
whether the estimation accuracy is improved by using
axisymmetric DKI as compared to standard DKI. More-
over, we investigate whether the performance of RBC
depends on tissue fibre alignment and investigate differ-
ences in effectiveness for the parallel and perpendicu-
lar AxTM. To study these questions, we simulated two
classes of datasets: the “synthetic dataset” is based
on three sets of synthetic AxTM describing tissues with
varying degrees of fiber alignment which allows us to
assess AxTM estimation accuracy as a function of fiber
alignment; the “in-vivo white matter dataset”
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and “in-vivo gray matter dataset” are based on
invivo measurements of white matter tissue fiber tracts
with a high to moderate fiber alignment (in-vivo
white matter dataset) or typical gray matter areas
(in-vivo gray matter dataset) which allows us
to study AxTM estimation accuracy under realistic, in-vivo
conditions. In both studies, axisymmetric DKI and stan-
dard DKI (with and without RBC) were used to obtain
estimates of the five AxTM that could then be compared to
the ground truth.

2 METHODS

2.1 Standard DKI signal representation

For a given diffusion weighting b and diffusion gradi-
ent g⃗ = (g1, g2, g3)T, the noise-free DKI signal S̃b,g⃗ can be
represented as in:5,20

S̃b,g⃗(S̃0,D,W) = S̃0 exp

[

−bD + b2

6

(
Tr(D)

3

)2

W

]

(1a)

D =
3∑

i,𝑗=1
gig𝑗Di𝑗 (1b)

W =
3∑

i,𝑗,k,l=1
gig𝑗gkglWi𝑗kl (1c)

where Di𝑗 are the diffusion tensor entries, Wi𝑗kl are the kur-
tosis tensor entries and S̃0 is the non-diffusion-weighted
signal (b = 0 s

mm2 ).
From the tensors D and W, the AxTM can be directly

computed: D|| = 𝜆1 where 𝜆1 is the first eigenvalue of the
diffusion tensor D, D⊥ = (𝜆2 + 𝜆3)∕2.

W|| and W⊥ can be computed from the fitted W tensor
according to formulas 11 and 12 from:3 W|| = W(𝜈1) =
W1111, where 𝜈1 is the first eigenvector of the corresponding
diffusion tensor and W⊥ = 3∕8(W2222 +W3333 + 2W2233).
W can be computed according to equation 10 from:21 W =
1∕5(W1111 +W2222 +W3333 + 2W1122 + 2W1133 + 2W2233)
(in:21 1 = x, 2 = y, 3 = z).

2.2 Axisymmetric DKI

Axisymmetric DKI3 assumes symmetric diffusion around
an axis of symmetry c⃗ inside an imaging voxel. Mathe-
matically, this assumption leads to axisymmetric diffusion
and kurtosis tensors with a drastically reduced number of
independent tensor parameters compared to standard DKI
(from 15 to 3 parameters for the kurtosis tensor and from 6

to 2 parameters for the diffusion tensor). In addition to the
five AxTM, axisymmetric DKI contains two parameters for
the axis of symmetry (inclination and azimuth). The sym-
metry assumptions are likely a reasonable approximation
to diffusion in major white matter fiber bundles3 due to
their structural organization, which is why the focus of this
study is white matter.

With the axis of symmetry c⃗ parameterized by the incli-
nation 𝜃 and azimuth𝜙: c⃗ = (sin 𝜃 cos𝜙, sin 𝜃 sin𝜙,cos 𝜃)T,
the diffusion and kurtosis tensors can be determined
according to:3

D = D||I + (D|| − D⊥)c⃗ c⃗T
, (2)

and

W = 1
2
(10W⊥ + 5W|| − 15W)P +W⊥Λ

+ 3
2
(5W −W|| − 4W⊥)Q,

where 𝛺 = {D||,D⊥,W||,W⊥,W , S̃0, 𝜃, 𝜙} are the eight
framework’s parameters (S̃0 is the nondiffusion-weighted
signal) and I is the three-dimensional identity matrix.
The tensors P,Λ, and Q can be computed with the
Kronecker delta xy and the components of the axis of
symmetry cx (x, y ∈ 1, 2, 3) as: Pi𝑗kl = cic𝑗ckcl, Qi𝑗kl = (1∕6)
(cic𝑗𝛿kl + cick𝛿𝑗l + cicl𝛿𝑗k + c𝑗ck𝛿il + c𝑗cl𝛿ik + ckcl𝛿i𝑗) and
𝛬i𝑗kl = (1∕3)(𝛿i𝑗𝛿kl + 𝛿ik𝛿𝑗l + 𝛿il𝛿𝑗k).3 The associated noise-
free signal S̃b,g⃗(𝛺) can then be computed based upon the
axisymmetric tensors:22

S̃b,g⃗(𝛺) = S̃0 exp(−Bi𝑗Di𝑗 +
1
6

D
2
Bi𝑗BklWi𝑗kl), (3)

where
Bi𝑗Di𝑗 = Tr(B)D⊥ + (D|| − D⊥)c⃗

TBc⃗, (4)

and

Bi𝑗BklWi𝑗kl =
1
2
(10W⊥ + 5W|| − 15W)(c⃗TBc⃗)2

+ 1
2
(5W −W|| − 4W⊥)(c⃗

TBc⃗Tr(B)

+ 2c⃗TBBc⃗) + W⊥

3
(Tr(B)2 + 2Tr(B ⊗ B)),

with B = b
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝

g2
x gxgy gxgz

gxgy g2
y gygz

gxgz gygz g2
z

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

The AxTM can be computed from the standard DKI
tensor metrics assuming axial-symmetry, see Section 2.1.
Table 1 shows the AxTM and the standard DKI tensor
metrics needed to compute them. Figure 1 shows the five
AxTM obtained with the axisymmetric DKI fit without
RBC, available in the open source ACID toolbox for SPM.
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F I G U R E 1 Axisymmetric diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) tensor metric (AxTM) results in white matter. The AxTM are the parallel
and perpendicular diffusivity and kurtosis and the mean of the kurtosis tensor. The shown maps were obtained with the axisymmetric DKI fit
available in the open source ACID toolbox for SPM that was used in this work. The AxTM were estimated from the in-vivo measurement
used for the in-vivo white matter (and gray matter) dataset (Figure 3).

2.3 Parameter estimation and the
Rician noise bias

A detailed version of this section can be found in Section
S1.1 of Appendix S1.

Often standard DKI or axisymmetric DKI parame-
ters are estimated using the acquired magnitude sig-
nals Sb,g⃗ and Equation (1a) or (3) with the least-squares
approach23-25 (found fit results are denoted with a hat, i.e.,
Ŝ0, D̂, Ŵ):

(Ŝ0, D̂, Ŵ) = argmin
S̃0,D,W

∑

i
(Sb,g⃗i

− S̃b,g⃗i
(S̃0,D,W))2. (5)

However, this can be biased by the Rician noise bias.
The severity of the Rician noise bias in the estimated
parameters depends on the SNR:26 the lower the SNR, the
larger the bias. For RBC, we rely on an approach outlined
in26 that uses the expectation value E(Sb,g⃗) of the noisy
composite magnitude dMRI signal. The probability den-
sity function of Sb,g⃗ is a noncentral χ distribution whose
expectation value E(Sb,g⃗) is given by:26

E(Sb,g⃗) = E(S̃b,g⃗(S̃0,D,W), σ)

= σ
√
𝜋

2
⋅ L(L−1)

1∕2

(
S̃b,g⃗(S̃0,D,W)2

2σ2

)

,

(6)

where L(L−1)
1∕2 (x) = 𝛤 (L + 1∕2)∕(𝛤 (3∕2)𝛤 (L))M(−1∕2,L, x)

is the generalized Laguerre polynomial which can be
expressed using a confluent hypergeometric function M,
the Gamma function Γ and the number of receiver coils
L. Following,26 we implemented a time-efficient Gauss
Newton fitting algorithm27 (see Section S1.2 of Appendix
S1) that, unlike Equation (5), accounts for Rician noise

in magnitude dMRI data by solving the optimization
problem:

(Ŝ0, D̂, Ŵ) = argmin
S̃0,D,W

∑

i
(Sb,g⃗i

− E(S̃b,g⃗i
(S̃0,D,W), σ))2. (7)

Estimating parameters this way is referred to as
“quasi-likelihood” estimation and is denoted as “RBC ON”
in this paper.

Rician bias corrected, standard DKI or axisymmet-
ric DKI parameter estimation can be done by using
Equation (1a) or Equation (3) to compute the noise-free
signal predictions S̃b,g⃗, then using Equation (6) to compute
E(S̃b,g⃗(S̃0,D,W), σ) and finally minimize Equation (7) to
estimate the framework parameters (Ŝ0, D̂, Ŵ) for standard
DKI or Ω for axisymmetric DKI.

2.4 Simulation study: datasets
and overview

A detailed version of this section can be found in Section
S1.3 of Appendix S1.

We assessed estimation accuracy of the five AxTM as a
function of the SNR in a simulation study with two classes
of datasets, see Figure 2 . The first class, the “ synthetic
dataset,” consisted of three synthetic voxels with vary-
ing fiber alignment (defined in Reference 28). The other
class of datasets was based on an in-vivo measurement
and consisted of either 12 major white matter fiber tract
voxels (“ in-vivo white matter dataset ”) or 12
voxels from typical gray matter areas (“ in-vivo gray
matter dataset ”). For all datasets, magnitude diffu-
sion MRI data were simulated for varying SNRs and fitted
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F I G U R E 2 Scheme of the simulation study. Simulations were performed in 5 steps: (A) choice of datasets, (B) signal framework used
for simulation, (C) diffusion signal simulation and contamination with noise, (D) parameter estimation, and (E) results. Note that both
simulation studies only differed in (A) and (B) but were identical in the following procedures. (A) the synthetic dataset consisted of
3 × 5 sets of axisymmetric diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) tensor metric (AxTM) (Table S1 ) while the in-vivo dataset (either white
matter or gray matter) consisted of 12 × 22 standard DKI tensor metrics (Table S2 lists the white matter data while Table S4 lists the gray
matter data). (B) The DKI signal framework used for diffusion signal simulation. (C) Diffusion signal data were contaminated with 2500
Rician noise samples for each signal-to-noise ratio, SNR = [1, 2, 3...200]. (D) Simulated diffusion data were fitted with axisymmetric DKI and
standard DKI with and without Rician bias correction in both simulation studies for each of the 2500 noise samples. (E) The axisymmetric
DKI tensor metrics (AxTM): D||, D⊥, W||, W⊥ and W were calculated for standard DKI (for axisymmetric DKI they were directly estimated),
averaged across the 2500 noise samples per SNR and finally compared to the ground truth.

with standard DKI and axisymmetric DKI, with and with-
out RBC (as described in Section 2.3 ) to obtain estimates
of the five AxTM. Accuracy of the obtained AxTM esti-
mates were evaluated as the absolute value of the mean
percentage error (A-MPE):

A-MPE = 100 ⋅
|GT − FitResults(SNR)|

GT
. (8)

Here GT refers to the ground truth and FitResults refers
to the average of the fit results over the noise samples. We
evaluated the accuracy of the AxTM estimates for each
estimation method by looking for the SNR after which the
A-MPE was smaller 5%, which was considered an accept-
able error in a trade-off between estimation accuracy and
SNR requirement. As a summary to compare each method,
we looked at the maximum SNR needed across the five
AxTM for which A-MPE consistently < 5% for all AxTM
(“Maximum” column in Figure 6).

2.4.1 Datasets

The synthetic dataset consisted of three synthetic
sets of AxTM (from Reference 28) describing three vox-
els with varying fiber alignment, one with fibers with low
alignment (“LA”, FA= 0.067), one with fibers with mod-
erate alignment (“MA”, FA= 0.24) and one with highly
aligned fibers (“HA”, FA= 0.86). The AxTM of the three
synthetic voxels are summarized in Table S1. Figure 4
shows two areas of typical brain regions in a map of the
mean of the kurtosis tensor W where LA and HA voxels

can be found and the corresponding idealized fiber stick
model.

The in-vivo white matter dataset consists
of 12 voxels extracted from four major white matter tracts
(three voxels from each of the four fiber tracts, see Figure 3)
from an in-vivo brain measurement (SNR= 23.4) of a
healthy volunteer, details on the DWI acquisition sequence
can be found in Section S1.3 of Appendix S1 . The 12 vox-
els were extracted from the in-vivo measurement by fitting
the standard DKI framework in 12 white matter voxels of
the acquired in-vivo DWI magnitude images to get the cor-
responding 22 standard DKI tensor metrics, the derived
data are therefore referred to as “in-vivo white matter”.
Three voxels each with HA to MA (defined through the
FA threshold FA ≥ 0.4 29 ) were extracted, see Figure 3 .
The selected voxels differ from the synthetic voxels in that
here only HA and MA voxels were selected. The extracted
white matter standard DKI tensor metrics (Table S2 ) and
corresponding AxTM (Table S3 ) are documented in the
Appendix S1 .

The in-vivo gray matter dataset was pro-
duced according to the same procedure used for the
in-vivo white matter dataset , only that the
voxels were selected from typical gray matter areas.
The extracted gray matter standard DKI tensor metrics
(Table S4 ) and corresponding AxTM (Table S5 ) are doc-
umented in the Appendix S1 . Since white matter is the
focus of this article, details and results of the in-vivo
gray matter dataset can be found in Section S1.5 of
Appendix S1 .

The in-vivo dMRI data used for this study were
acquired with the help of a human research participant.
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F I G U R E 3 Selection of voxels of the in-vivo white matter dataset : The four white matter fiber pathways within which
voxels were selected and used as a basis for the in-vivo white matter dataset . Top: (A) Optic radiation (or), (B) cortico spinal tract
(ct), (C) superior longitudinal fasciculus (slf) and (D) callosum body (cb) in a fractional anisotropy (FA) map of a healthy human brain. The
fiber pathways were identified with the coregistered Jülich fiber atlas.30 Bottom: Voxels in the fiber pathways used for the in-vivo white

matter dataset . In each fiber pathway, three voxels were chosen for the in-vivo white matter dataset (for slf an or only one is
shown here because the three chosen voxels were not in the same slice).

The participant provided written informed con-
sent and was compensated for its participation. The
local ethics committees at University Medical Center
Hamburg-Eppendorf approved the study (PV5141).

2.4.2 Signal framework used for simulation

The three synthetic voxels of AxTM were simulated with
the axisymmetric DKI framework to first obtain noise-free
diffusion MRI signals S̃noise−free. The 12 in-vivo white mat-
ter and gray matter voxels were simulated with the stan-
dard DKI framework to first obtain noise-free diffusion
MRI signals S̃noise−free.

2.4.3 Contamination with noise

For both the synthetic and the in-vivo dataset
(white matter or gray matter), the noise-free diffusion MRI
signals S̃noise−free were contaminated with noise for SNRs
[1, 2, 3...200] and magnitude signals Scont were computed.
The noisy magnitude signals were computed according
to Scont = |S̃noise−free + 𝛼 + 𝛽i|, where 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ (0, 𝜎) are
drawn from a zero mean Gaussian with SD 𝜎, yielding dif-
ferent SNR =

√
2S0∕𝜎 (for one receiver coil) for a given

S0 = 1.

2.4.4 Estimating the five AxTM

Both, the simulated signals Scont from the synthetic
and the in-vivo dataset were fitted with axisym-
metric DKI and standard DKI, with and without RBC
(Section 2.3) to obtain estimates of the AxTM whose
accuracy could then be investigated as a function
of SNR.

2.5 Diffusion signal profiles influenced
by fiber alignment

To further elucidate differences between tissues with
different levels of fiber alignment, angular signal pro-
files under the influence of noise were studied for the
three voxels of thesynthetic dataset. Noise-free and
noise-contaminated signals have been simulated (SNR =
20). The simulated signal’s mean and SD could then be
plotted as a function of angle 𝜓 (in degree) between dif-
fusion gradient g⃗ and axis of symmetry c⃗. For a graphical
representation of angle 𝜓 , see Figure 4.

3 RESULTS

First, the results of the diffusion signal profiles in voxels
with different levels of fiber alignments (Section 3.1) are
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F I G U R E 4 Model of fiber alignment in
characteristic areas of the brain. Bottom: in-vivo
map of the mean of the kurtosis tensor W with a
typical area where fibers with low alignment (LA)
are found and a typical area where highly aligned
fibers (HA) are found. Top: the corresponding
golden and red sticks depict an idealized model
of the underlying fiber arrangement, the white
dashed line indicates the axis of symmetry c⃗, the
green dashed line indicates the diffusion gradient
direction g⃗, 𝜓 is the angle between g⃗ and c⃗.

shown because these not only explain the results obtained
in different tissues but also help to understand the differ-
ence between estimating the parallel or the perpendicular
AxTM. After that, our main findings are stated and the
corresponding results are reported (Section 3.2).

3.1 Diffusion signal profiles influenced
by fiber alignment

Each of the simulated voxels of the synthetic
dataset shows a characteristic, 𝜓 dependent shape,
see Figure 5. For smaller angles 𝜓 between 𝜓 = 10◦ and
𝜓 = 0◦, the simulated signals of the HA voxel are strongly
diffusion weighted and are close or below the noise floor
(SNR = 1), see Figure 5A. In the simulated voxel of MA,
the noise floor is already reached for angles 𝜓 ≈ 50◦,
see Figure 5B. In the simulated LA voxel the noise floor
is never reached and the simulation shows a seemingly
constant, 𝜓 independent signal form, see Figure 5C. In
summary, the signal in HA to MA decays along the direc-
tion of symmetry, whereas there is almost no decay in
LA.

3.2 Results of simulation study

Figure 6 shows the SNRs required to accurately estimate
the AxTM (A-MPE < 5%, Equation 8) in the synthetic
and in-vivo white matter dataset. Shown are

the results for axisymmetric DKI and standard DKI with
(hatched) or without RBC.

3.2.1 RBC is most effective in highly
aligned fibers and parallel diffusion case

RBC was most effective for the parallel parameters D|| and
W|| in HA to MA (for both the synthetic and invivo
white matter dataset), see Figure 6. For example,
achieving A-MPE <5% for W|| in the synthetic HA voxel
could be reduced from SNR= 81 to SNR = 25 (standard
DKI) or SNR= 29 (axisymmetric DKI). In the in-vivo white
matter voxels, the SNR requirements for achieving A-MPE
<5% for W|| could be reduced from 20 to 10 (standard DKI)
or to 8 (axisymmetric DKI). Estimation of W was signif-
icantly improved by RBC in the synthetic HA and MA
voxels but only slightly in the in-vivo white matter
datasets.

3.2.2 Superiority of axisymmetric DKI
in axisymmetric fibers with low alignment
where RBC is ineffective

In the synthetic LA voxel, estimation of D||, D⊥, W||, and
W⊥ was substantially improved by using the axisymmet-
ric DKI framework instead of standard DKI. For example,
it only required an SNR= 15 (axisymmetric DKI) instead
of SNR = 51 (standard DKI) to achieve A-MPE <5% for
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F I G U R E 5 Simulated signal decay along the axis of symmetry at signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) =
√

2S0∕ = 20. Signal decay is shown for
the synthetic dataset consisting of A) highly aligned fibers (HA), B) fibers with moderate alignment (MA) and C) fibers with low
alignment (LA) as a function of angle 𝜓 between the diffusion gradient g⃗ and the axis of symmetry c⃗, see Section 2.5. The “Contaminated
signal” shows the mean and SD over 2500 noise-samples. Plotted is the quantity

√
2 ⋅ S∕𝜎, which is the SNR computed for the diffusion

weighted signal S (instead of S0) at a given angle 𝜓 (for a graphical representation of angle 𝜓 see Figure 4). The red horizontal line indicates
the noise floor where SNR = 1. All three plots were calculated for the highest b-shell ( b = 2500 s∕mm2).

F I G U R E 6 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) above which the absolute value of the mean percentage error (A-MPE, Equation 8) < 5% for the
synthetic dataset with high, medium and low fiber alignment (“HA”, “MA,” “LA”) and the in-vivo white matter dataset.
For the in-vivo white matter dataset, the A-MPE was averaged across the 12 simulated voxels and the SNR above which this
average A-MPE < 5% is shown. The SD across the in-vivo white matter dataset voxels is not shown here because the values were between
≈ 0.5 and ≈ 6 with an average of ≈ 2.5 and thus to small to display. The number above the barplots indicates the barplot’s height. Blue
encodes standard DKI, red encodes axisymmetric DKI, the hatched barplots show the results if RBC is used. “Maximum” shows the
maximum SNR needed to achieve A-MPE < 5% across all five AxTM.

W⊥. For W , axisymmetric DKI performed slightly worse
than standard DKI (SNR= 8 instead of SNR= 5). Inter-
estingly, RBC did not influence the fitting results much
in this fiber alignment configuration but even worsened
them in some cases (e.g., axisymmetric DKI results for D||),
see Figure 6.

3.2.3 Axisymmetric DKI improves
estimation of perpendicular parameters

Estimation of D⊥ and W⊥ could also be improved (A-MPE
< 5% reached for lower SNRs) by using the axisymmet-
ric DKI framework in HA and MA of the synthetic
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and in-vivo white matter dataset (e.g., for HA,
D⊥: SNR= 4 instead of SNR= 13; W⊥: SNR= 40 instead of
SNR= 49).

3.2.4 RBC can also worsen accuracy

Interestingly, there were also few scenarios in which RBC
increased the SNR requirements. As described above this
was observed for D||, W⊥, and W in the LA voxel and, out-
side the LA voxel, predominantly for the perpendicular
parameters, for example, from SNR= 11 to SNR= 15 for
the axisymmetric DKI fit of W⊥ in the in-vivo white
matter dataset.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Summary of main findings

Overall, we found, that the combination of axisymmet-
ric DKI with RBC was the best option for estimating
all five AxTM in the synthetic and in-vivo white
matter datasets, see “Maximum” column of Figure 6.
This combination achieved an absolute value of the mean
percentage error (A-MPE, Equation 8) < 5% in our simu-
lated in-vivo white matter data if the SNR≥ 15,
making this combination a possibly valuable tool in neu-
roscience and clinical research studies focusing on white
matter. Specifically, we found that RBC is highly effective
for increasing estimation accuracy of the AxTM associated
with diffusion parallel to the main fiber orientation, that
is, parallel diffusivity and kurtosis, in in-vivo white matter.
In contrast, RBC fails in improving estimation accuracy
in parameters perpendicular to the main fiber orientation,
that is, perpendicular diffusivity and kurtosis, or if fiber
alignment is too low. For the latter scenarios, axisymmetric
DKI is more effective than standard DKI in in-vivo white
matter or the synthetic LA voxel.

4.2 Rician noise bias and its correction:
Effectiveness for different DKI parameters
and levels of fiber alignment within white
matter

The effectiveness of RBC correlated with the severity of the
Rician noise bias, it varied between individual AxTM and
depended on the level of fiber alignment. The severity of
the Rician noise bias is inversely proportional to the SNR
which in turn depends on a variety of parameters. One
of these parameters is the level of water mobility which

tunes the diffusivity and thereby the attenuation of the dif-
fusion weighted signal. Water mobility is influenced by the
level of fiber alignment. Furthermore, each AxTM itself is
associated with different levels of water mobility due to its
association to the axis of symmetry c⃗. Figure 5 shows sim-
ulated signals in three tissue types with varying degrees of
fiber alignment as a function of angle 𝜓 between c⃗ and dif-
fusion gradient g⃗. In HA for example, the diffusion signal
is heavily diffusion weighted if measured along the main
fiber orientation (small angle 𝜓) and the Rician noise bias
in these signals therefore strongest, see Figure 5A. Since
the parallel AxTM (D|| and W||) predominantly depend on
the signal along these directions, it can be expected that
they, too, are more heavily biased in a high fiber align-
ment setting. Accordingly, we found that RBC turned out
to be particularly important for the AxTM associated with
parallel diffusion (D|| and W||) in highly aligned white
matter (synthetic dataset and in-vivo white
matter dataset). On the other hand, diffusion per-
pendicular to c⃗ will be more restricted than the parallel
diffusion and the SNR therefore higher along those direc-
tions. D⊥ and W⊥ should therefore be less affected by the
Rician noise bias. Indeed, we found that RBC was not as
effective for the perpendicular parameters D⊥ and W⊥ in
in-vivo white matter and HA as for the parallel param-
eters. An apparent contradiction to this argument was
found for W⊥ in the synthetic MA dataset. This contradic-
tory finding, however, can be explained by the relatively
high perpendicular diffusivity of the MA voxel (Table S1
of Appendix S1) causing a strong diffusion weighting
and therefore smaller perpendicular signal in this case
(Figure 5B).

RBC was furthermore ineffective in the synthetic LA
voxel, see Figure 6. Here, the signal change as a function
of angle 𝜓 between c⃗ and g⃗ is smaller than the variation
introduced by noise and the signals almost seem indepen-
dent of the diffusion gradient direction, see Figure 5C. This
is because the synthetic LA voxel does not posses a clearly
distinguishable axis along which water mobility is signif-
icantly heightened compared to other directions. For the
same SNR (in reference to the S0 signal), the Rician noise
bias in such tissues is therefore less severe, compared to,
for example, signals in HA acquired for diffusion gradients
parallel to the axis of symmetry. Accordingly, we found
that RBC had little to no effect on parameter estimation
in the synthetic LA voxel. In addition to this, the original,
seemingly constant signal pattern could be modified by the
noise in such a way that the RBC might even worsen the
bias if it acts on the noisy signals and further shifts them
away from their original, seemingly constant pattern. For
example, signals that were reduced due to noise might be
further reduced by the RBC.
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4.3 Advantage of the axisymmetric DKI
framework

In Section 1, we hypothesized that a reduction of the
parameter space could make axisymmetric DKI more
robust against the Rician noise bias. We observed that
axisymmetric DKI predominantly improved accuracy of
parameter estimation of the perpendicular AxTM D⊥ and
W⊥ in both the synthetic dataset (HA and MA vox-
els) and the in-vivo white matter dataset, that
is, A-MPE < 5% was achieved for lower SNRs when using
axisymmetric DKI to estimate these metrics.

The increased accuracy for W⊥ when using the axisym-
metric DKI framework can be understood with the infor-
mation provided in Reference 3. Here an approach for
estimation of W⊥ (equation 24 in Reference 3) with
the axisymmetric DKI framework is outlined that only
depends on measurements with diffusion gradients per-
pendicular to the principal diffusion axis (axis of sym-
metry c⃗) and the square of the MD. The measurements
perpendicular to the main diffusion axis are less strongly
attenuated because diffusivity is lower in that direction,
see Section 4.2. Therefore, these signals are less strongly
affected by the Rician bias. Moreover the MD, which
depends on diffusion gradients that are not perpendicu-
lar to the principal diffusion axis, can be estimated from
the lower diffusion shells in a DKI acquisition. Thus, the
influence of the Rician bias on the MD is lower. Taken
together, the estimation of W⊥ with axisymmetric DKI can
be done based on “perpendicular measurements” (for the
higher b-shell) and the MD which are both less strongly
affected by the Rician noise bias resulting in a reduced bias
of W⊥. The observed improvement for D⊥ can be under-
stood following the same line of thought and equation 23
in Reference 3 which lays out a scheme for estimating D⊥

based on axisymmetric DKI and measurements with dif-
fusion gradients perpendicular to the principal diffusion
axis.

Another observation was that, accuracy of parameter
estimation with axisymmetric DKI was substantially bet-
ter in tissues with low fiber alignment (Figure 6) compared
to standard DKI. We observed, for example, an SNR reduc-
tion of up to 70% when using axisymmetric DKI instead
of standard DKI for estimation of W⊥ in the LA voxel, see
Figure 6. This could be due to the seemingly constant and
high signal, independent of the diffusion gradient direc-
tion, in the synthetic LA dataset. Since the variation in the
almost constant diffusion signal is dominated by noise, the
complex 22 parametric standard DKI framework is more
likely to overfit the data than the eight parametric axisym-
metric DKI framework, particularly in case of lower SNRs
where noise has a greater impact. This could be the reason
for the clear advantage of axisymmetric DKI over standard

DKI in this fiber configuration. However, axisymmetry
in the underlying fibers could be a crucial prerequisite
for observing this improvement in LA-type voxels using
axisymmetric DKI, see Section 4.4.

4.4 Extra analyses and considerations

4.4.1 In-vivo gray matter simulation

In comparison to white matter, gray matter does not pos-
sess a clear axis of symmetry which makes it less suitable
for axisymmetric DKI.3 However, in practice axisymmetric
DKI metrics can generally also be computed in gray matter
which is why we also simulated and analyzed axisymmet-
ric DKI in in-vivo gray matter, see Section S1.5 and Figure
S1 of Appendix S1. Gray matter could potentially be mod-
eled by the synthetic voxel of fibers with low alignment
(LA) shown in Figure 4. Comparing the SNR needed by
each fitting method to reach the A-MPE < 5% threshold
in in-vivo gray matter with the synthetic LA configuration
(Figure 6, main document or Figure S1 of Appendix S1)
revealed that axisymmetric DKI is performing better than
standard DKI in the synthetic LA voxel but worse in the
in-vivo gray matter dataset.

An intuitive explanation for the observed deviation
could be that violation of the assumption of axisymmetry
in gray matter leads to an inherent bias of the axisymmet-
ric DKI parameter estimates that cannot be neglected. This
intuitive explanation is further supported by our recent
study31 where we experimentally observed a deviation
between standard DKI and axisymmetric DKI parameter
estimates in the brain. However, this intuitive explanation
would be in contradiction to a recently introduced analyt-
ical proof32 showing that axisymmetric DKI and standard
DKI produce the same parameter estimates even if axisym-
metry in the underlying tissue is not fulfilled. However,
this proof only holds under the condition that the first
eigenvector of the diffusion tensor aligns with the axis
of symmetry. Therefore, a thorough analysis is required
in future studies to improve our understanding of the
observed deviations between the analytical proof and the
experimental observations.

4.4.2 Analysis of precision

We have additionally investigated the precision of the
four proposed methods for in-vivo white matter by cal-
culating the SD in reference to the ground truth (R-STD)
of each method (see Section S1.6 of Appendix S1). Our
main findings were: first, the precision was not improved
by RBC. Second, the precision of axisymmetric DKI was
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worse than that of standard DKI. The first finding was
expected because RBC does not improve precision. RBC
shifts the expectation value (modeled by the mean) of
the distribution of fit results toward the ground truth;
however, this does not influence the width of the distribu-
tion of fit results which defines the precision by which a
quantity can be estimated. Improvement of precision can
be achieved by either averaging multiple identically per-
formed measurements or by applying de-noising methods
like, for example, done in Reference 14. Our second finding
is in contrast to what we have assumed in the introduc-
tion of our article, namely that axisymmetric DKI is less
susceptible to the noise-induced variation of the acquired
diffusion MRI signals compared to standard DKI due to its
smaller parameter space. Our findings show that the SNR
required to reach the R-STD ≤ 5% threshold was typically
slightly and in some cases substantially (e.g., in-vivo
white matter dataset for W⊥) higher when using
axisymmetric DKI compared to standard DKI. The case
of substantially higher SNRs required to reach the R-STD
≤ 5% threshold in the axisymmetric DKI fit results could
be connected to outliers. The interquartile range was used
to compute a robust, that is, less outlier sensitive, mea-
sure (“R-IQR”) for the SD, see Section S1.6 of Appendix
S1. With respect to the R-IQR, standard DKI, and axisym-
metric DKI performed almost identically in in-vivo white
matter for W⊥, making the outliers in axisymmetric DKI a
highly likely explanation for the stark difference in preci-
sion between standard and axisymmetric DKI in this case.
However, even when using the outlier-robust R-IQR mea-
sure, both DKI frameworks perform very similar, that is,
axisymmetric DKI seems to not have an improved pre-
cision (compared to standard DKI) despite its smaller
parameter space. One reason that might explain this find-
ing could be that the axisymmetric DKI framework cannot
be linearised (in contrast to standard DKI) and thus might
be more susceptible to noise, for example, due to noise
enhancement.

4.4.3 Error propagation in standard DKI

The five AxTM can be calculated from the standard DKI
tensor metrics. The number of standard DKI metrics
needed to compute each AxTM is listed in Table 1. This
property illustrates the risk of error propagation of the base
standard DKI tensor metrics into the AxTM. The uncer-
tainty of each estimated standard DKI metric propagates
into the resulting AxTM computed from them resulting
in a dependency of the uncertainty on the number of the
base standard DKI tensor metrics. D||, for example, relies
on only one parameter while W⊥ relies on three, so that a

priori it can be assumed that W⊥ is more severely affected
by uncertainty propagation in standard DKI.

4.4.4 Possible circularity of simulation
study

Since the simulation studies were either based on
the axisymmetric DKI (synthetic dataset) or the
standard DKI framework (in-vivo white matter
dataset), one might argue that the simulations will favor
their respective signal frameworks. Here we rediscuss our
signal-framework comparisons in the light of this potential
circularity: We observed that using axisymmetric DKI was
generally advantageous over standard DKI for the perpen-
dicular AxTM. Axisymmetric DKI was also performing sig-
nificantly better on all AxTM except W in the LA dataset.
Since the improvement of axisymmetric DKI over stan-
dard DKI for the perpendicular AxTM was observed across
both simulations, the observation cannot be explained by
a circularity argument and we believe that it is a genuine
advantage of axisymmetric DKI. The have additionally
investigated the synthetic LA dataset, however, is based on
the axisymmetric DKI framework and the better results
might well be confounded by the circularity argument.
However, our noise-robustness argument is also a reason-
able explanation for the superiority of axisymmetric DKI
in this case. Thus, the truth might be in between, that is,
the real improvement of estimation accuracy in the LA
dataset when using axisymmetric DKI might be lower than
in the simulation but we would expect to still observe an
improvement in in-vivo data given a sufficient level of
axisymmetry.

4.4.5 Limits of current measurements
protocols

Looking at the estimation accuracy for each of the five
AxTM individually revealed that each metric comes with
different SNR requirements. Estimation of W|| with an
A-MPE <5%, for example, required an SNR of 81 in the
HA voxel of the synthetic dataset and an SNR of
199 (standard DKI) or 200 (axisymmetric DKI) in the
MA voxel of the synthetic dataset if RBC was not
used. This reveals that using current measurement pro-
tocols could yield biased estimates under realistic con-
ditions where the SNR is below 81 or 200 if RBC is
not used. This underlines the importance of using RBC
in cases where all five AxTM are of importance, for
example, for estimation of the biophysical microstructure
parameters.18,19
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4.4.6 Limits of RBC for single voxel
application

Similar to previous simulation studies on RBC,10,13,14 we
focused on the effects of RBC on the averaged estimated
AxTM over the 2500 noise samples which is a stable esti-
mator for the expectation value of the distribution of the
fit results. The SNR at which that expectation value of the
AxTM could be estimated with an A-MPE< 5% is reported
in this article. If this expectation value is unbiased for a
specific SNR, the underlying DKI framework is demon-
strated to be unbiased, as well. Parameter estimation based
on real, in-vivo measurements typically relies on only one
noise realization. Therefore, the SNR results from our sim-
ulation study cannot be transferred directly to standard
in-vivo DWI measurements. The SNRs found in our sim-
ulation study show when the estimator itself is unbiased
given sufficient repetitions. We also investigated the SNR
requirements for a high precision and found that much
higher SNRs were required (see Section S1.6 of Appendix
S1 or Section 4.4.2 above for a more general discussion of
estimation precision).

5 CONCLUSION

Our study revealed that axisymmetric DKI with RBC is
the most SNR effective choice for estimating the AxTM
in tissues that do not violate its assumptions because of
two mutually supporting factors. First, RBC itself is most
effective for the parallel diffusivity and kurtosis and the
mean of the kurtosis tensor, however, it needs at least some
level of fiber alignment to work. Second, compared to stan-
dard DKI, axisymmetric DKI is superior in axisymmetric
fibers with low alignment and more effective for estimat-
ing the perpendicular diffusivity and kurtosis. This makes
the combination of axisymmetric DKI with RBC a pos-
sibly valuable tool for neuroscience and clinical research
studies focusing on white matter where a gain in SNR
could either be used to reduce scan time or increase spatial
resolution.
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